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Abstract: Cotton is one of the most important crop in india . A 

large number of people depends on cotton crop either by its 
cultivation or processing. It is used for making threads, Extract 
the oil from cotton seeds, Most of the diseases in cotton caused to 
leaves like Bacterial blight, Alternaria leaf spot, Cercospora leaf 
spot, red spot, they all are caused because some nutrition 
deficiency like magnesium deficiency, sometimes it is very difficult 
to farmer to check whether it is normal leaf or magnesium 
deficiency leaf, if farmer misclassifies magnesium deficiency leaf 
and non-diseased leaf it may lead to less yield and huge loss. To 
achieve more yield we need to automate the cotton leave disease 
detection. Machine learning is one of the emerging technology in 
recent times By using Machine learning concepts we can train the 
system to detect whether a given plant is diseased or not by giving 
the input as a cotton leaf. In this paper, We used the Sequential 
model in the Convolution neural network architecture which is 
widely used for image classification. With the Sequential model, 
we got an accuracy of 87% with very less dataset by using the 
Image Dataset Generator which increases the dataset size by 
augmentation  
 

Index Terms: Convolutional Neural  Network, Image dataset 
generator, Machine learning, Sequential model.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cotton is one of India's main crops and also a significant raw 
material for various industries one of them are textile industry. 
Indian cotton industry provides support  to many  farmers and  
also the employees working  form processing to trading of 
cotton. Indian cotton industry plays an important role in the 
economic life  of the India , The cotton industry plays an 
important role in earnings from the exports ,Contribution of 
cotton industry in India 4 percent to the GDP ,14.42 percent to 
the profits from country’s export,14 percent to the industrial 

production , cotton yield decreases due to various diseases it 
generally leads to less profits ,sometimes huge losses to 
farmer, Cotton plant diseases generally caused by various 
insects and pathogens they decreases yield ,Early detection of  
cotton plant diseases leads to less damage to cotton plant  and 
chance to have more yield , Sometimes it is very difficult to 
check the cotton plant diseases with bare eye it leads to wrong  
classification like 
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diseases plant to non-diseases plant and non -diseases plant to 
diseases plant ,plant pathologists usually check the cotton 
diseases with some traditional way it is lot of time consuming 
process classification has also very less accuracy ,Machine 
learning  is famous Technology Now-a-days it can be used in 
agriculture industry ,and it is also used in  various sectors 
recently it used in health industry and Agriculture industry 
Machine learning also used for the voice recognition Image 
recognition and Statistics ,It  will bring tremendous change in 
the Agriculture field, with Machine learning we can find the 
solutions to problems which  mainly occur the agriculture 
field like leaf diseases and seed diseases ,we can also 
automate the diagnosis process of various parts of trees and 
crops like stem diseases diagnosis leaf diseases diagnosis and 
seed diseases diagnosis Machine Learning is also used for the 
automatic detection of the weed in the agriculture fields and 
also used for the automate the water supply in the 
field[1] ,there are so many researches conduct on the 
implementation of machine learning in the agriculture field ,In 
Indian Agriculture cotton plays a very important 
role ,Implementation of the Machine learning for the cotton 
field is very crucial ,Due to topical changes in climate cotton 
plants are very prone to diseases ,cotton is easily effects by 
diseases it ultimately gives less yield, most of the cotton 
diseases are diagnosed by observing the cotton leafs, Most 
common diseases caused to the leafs because of magnesium 
deficiency  in cotton leafs ,magnesium deficiency  effects the 
photosynthesis process of cotton plants ,magnesium is one 
main element in chlorophyll moiety and it’s related 

enzymes ,magnesium deficiency Symptoms in cotton are 
purplish red leaves with green veins ,Magnesium deficiency 
symptoms firstly appear on the lower part of the leaves ,In our 
project we mainly focused on the identifying the magnesium 
deficiency leaves and normal leaves ,We used 
Convolutional[2] neural networks algorithm to identify the  
magnesium deficiency leaves and normal leaves , We used 
very less dataset of cotton diseases .we used image data 
generator to increased the dataset size after increasing the data 
we train the sequential model of the convolutional neural 
network and identify the magnesium deficiency leaf normal 
leaf .  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Adhao  Amita Sarangdhar.et.al [3], has proposed the 
technique of color mapping in which black and white image 
converted into RGB masked image, They used the color 
moment to extract the features of the color and they extract the 
texture features using the 2D Gabor filter which uses the 
magnitude of  Gabor  wavelet transform coefficient’s  mean 
and deviation they used the SVM regression  with  non-linear 
Gaussian kernel to classify the images.  
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P. Ferentitos .et.al [4], They Trained the machine with five 
architectures they are used AlexNet,  AlexNetOWTBn, 
GoogLeNet, Overfeat, VGG models in CNN, Training 
algorithms were implemented  on the NVIDIA GTX1080 
Gpu card  using parallel programming  they were very 
cost-effective compared to general platform . 
J.Jeya Priyankha and k.Suresh kumar.et.al [5], They used  
The k-means clustering process to identify the infected part of 
the leaves and they used the  various morphological process 
like dilation and skewness to expand the features of infected  
area of  leaf  They used the HOG(Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients) to extract the features from the infected part of the 
leaf  for classification purpose they used SVM classifier to 
extract  the diseased leaf and non – diseased leaf  
Bin Liu.et.al [6], has  proposed  the technique which includes  
Mainly two parts they are Alexnet precursor and  cascade 
inception, In AlexNet Precursor they used three max-pooling 
layers and five convolution  layers and they used the 2 
max-pooling layers and 2 max-pooling layers and 2 inception 
layers and 1 convolution layer in cascade inception followed 
by the  fully connected layer and softmax layer XIHAI 
ZHANG.et.al [7], has used two models they are GoogleNet 
model and cifar10 model  they used  max-max-average 
pooling combination for which they got the highest accuracy.  
YANG LUet.al [8], has proposed the unique model for 
identification of  rice diseases, they used 10 fold 
cross-validation  with CNN model consists of  three 
convolution layers and  three stochastic pooling layers in 
stochastic pooling  elements are selected randomly according 
to their probability values  softmax regression which they 
are used is to solve the multi-classification problem. 
SRDJAN SLADOJEVICet.al [9], used caffeNet model of 
CNN  in which consists of eight learning layers five 
convolution layers and three fully connected layers, they used 
the image augmentation technique to increase the dataset size 
by distortion of images, they described that image 
augmentation is used to reduce the overfitting of the model, 
they perform the image augmentation mainly by three types 
they are  affine transformations, perspective transformation, 
and  rotation. 
Suchit purohit et.al [10], used mainly three methods in  
feature extraction they are  color features, sparse coded 
SIFT(scale-invariant  feature transform) and  texture features  
for  identification of  flower images they used the k-means 
cluster filter, visual vocabulary and  object histogram and they 
used the SVM classifier for training the system . 
Viraj A.Gulhane, Mahesh Kumar H.kolekar et.al [11], This 
paper explained how diseases diagnosed and classified using 
the principal component analysis. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

To Detect the leaf whether it is diseased or not with naked eye 
is very complicated process we approach a unique model to 
predict the whether leaf is diseased or not, we capture the 
images with phone and those images  are collected and we 
remove the unwanted portion of the leaf images because it  
may lead to the wrong classification, we mapped the images 
with labels in a CSV file, we collected 147 images as we 
collected the less data we need to increase images to avoid 
overfitting of the model for that purpose we used the image 

data generator[19], which is increase images with real-time 
augmentation process after augmentation we define unique 
sequential model of Convolutional neural network model, 
General view of model shown in fig[1] we train the model  
with images  after training the  model we predicted the 
images, we get the result images in the form of CSV File.  

 
Fig 1: Detection of leaf images approach 

A. Collecting the cotton dataset 

Collecting the dataset is one of the most important steps in the 
machine learning project, dataset collection is the huge 
process when coming to real-time data, In our project we used 
images as dataset, we collected the cotton dataset from the 
cotton field at patharla pahad village, Athmakur Mandal, 
Suryapet district, Telangana state we almost collected the 245 
of cotton images in that images, we found only 145 images as 
useful data remaining dataset is not useful in 145 images 100 
images are magnesium deficiency leaves and 45 images are 
normal leaves we used the mobile phone camera to take the 
pictures of the cotton leaves, image size of the cotton leaves 
are almost nearly 500 x 500  pixels, there is lot of noisy data 
which we collected, there are so many unstructured leaves 
which we are identified the earlier are remove those images 
from our dataset. 

B. Preprocessing 

Preprocess is one of the most  important step in the machine 
learning process, we took the image of the leaf with white 
background which is helpful for easy segmentation, all images 
are in the format of jpeg, when we collect the data it was in the 
form of  unlabeled and random sized and there is a lot of noisy 
data  we remove the noise in the data by following steps. 

a) Labelling 

we examine each and every image of the leaf  whether it is 
diseased  or not diseased .we labeled the images according to 
our examine we labeled the healthy leaf as the normal  as 
shown in fig[2] and  magnesium deficiency leaf as the 
diseased leaf as shown in fig[3]   followed by the numbers  
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Fig 2: diseased image 

 

                 Fig 3:normal image 

b) Resizing the images 

Initially, images are  very large  we resized the images nearly 
500x500 pixels, which are easily trainable, we have also 
segmented the unwanted portion of the images  to an effective 
train of the system 

c) Dataset arrangement  

All the diseases leaves and normal  leaves kept under the 
single folder there are total 147 leaf images are there  out of 
them there are 50 diseased leaves and 97 normal leaves we 
have written separate CSV File where there are three columns, 
they are filenames and diseased and normal leaf  for every file 
we mapped the  images according to  their class, for diseased 
leaf we have given value 1 in the diseased column  and  0 in 
the normal column 
For the normal leaf, we have given value 0 in the diseased 
column and 1 in the normal column  as shown in Table I 

Table I: sample of image mapping to labels 
Filesnames diseases normal 

normal_2.jpg 0 1 
Normal(67).jpg 0 1 
Normal(18).jpg 0 1 
Normal(108).jpg 0 1 
Diseases(20).jpg 1 0 
Diseases(73).jpg 1 0 
Normal(33).jpg 0 1 
Normal(11).jpg 0 1 
Normal(7).jpg 0 1 
Diseases(7).jpg 1 0 
Diseases(3).jpg 1 0 
Normal(10).jpg 0 1 

    

We can apply filters like HOG[12] and k-means[15],[16], 
[17]  which but we didn’t use the filters we have taken RGB 
images for which we got more accuracy 

d) ImageDataGenerator 

As we collected very fewer data of 147 images of cotton 
leaves, there may be a chance of poor performance and 
overfitting. Poor performance leads to less accurate model  to 
increase the accuracy and increase the performance of the 
model we need increase the dataset, to increase the dataset we 
choose the data augmentation, data augmentation  is process 
of increasing the data set by creating the new modified images 
of original dataset images, data augmentation performs  
various transformations like rotations, increasing the 
brightness of the images, zooming the images also by 
performing the various shifts and flips to the images, To 
generate the more images to feed the model, In Keras library, 
there is a class called ImageDataGenerator  which generate 
the images with real-time data augmentation, 
ImageDataGenerator basically an iterator which provides the 
data in the batches, we can request the number of images in 
the form of batch size  as an argument to the class, In our 
project . 
We used the Image Dataset generator with rescale of 1:255 
(i.e., it  provides 255 different images of real-time 
augmentation for 1 image), To connect the images to mapped 
files we used the flow from dataframe  method which is 
present in the ImageDataGenerator, flow from dataframe 
maps the real images present in the particular directory and 
labeled data which is present in another CSV file, we used 
three imageDataGenerators  for training, validation, Testing 
, From a dataset of images we used 120 images for training 
generator With batch size of  5 and seed value 20,15 images 
we used for the validation generator with batch size 10 and 
seed value 20, we used 12 images for testing of which values 
to be predicted with batch size 10 and seed value 20. 

C. Sequential model 

Convolution Neural Networks(CNN or ConvNets)  got very 
significance in image classification, speech recognition, and 
pattern recognition, CNNs are complex feed forward neural 
networks, CNN is in the form of  layered architecture where 
there are convolutions layers, pooling layers, Activation 
layers, and they finally connected to fully connected layer also 
known as Dense layers  after fully connected layer, we fit 
particular model with training data by which weights of the 
neural networks  defined, 
In our work we used the sequential model[18]  of CNN ,we 
used  4 conv2d  layers and  2 maxpooling layers and 5 
activation layers for 1st conv2d  layer  it is also input layer in  
our model we used the 32 filters in this layer with kernel size 
of  3 x3  with input shape  100 x100 pixels there is also a input 
channel ,for greyscale images the input channel is 1 ,For RGB 
colored images input channel[13]consider 3 because there is 
combination of 3 colors ,After 1st conv2d layer we add 1st 
activation layer we took ReLU(Rectified linear unit )[20] 
activation layer, ReLu  is a linear activation function which 
computes all input layers and send the output as input to the 
another layer ,ReLu activation function gives linear positive 
values for all non-negative values for negative values it gives 
zeros , 
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After 1st activation layer we add 2nd convolution layer with 32 
filters and  with kernel sixe 3 x3, After that we add 2nd  ReLU 
activation layer, we add 1st   maxpooling2D layer with pool 
size 2 x2,maxpooling check the maximum value in the matrix 
of 2 x2,We add dropout(0.25) layer after 1st maxpooling2D 
layer ,dropout ignore the some of the neurons for reduce the 
overfitting of the model ,we add 3rd conv2D layer  with 64 
filters and kernel size 3 x3 ,we add  3rd Relu activation layer 
with ,after that we add 4th  conv2D layer with 64 filters and 
with kernel size 3x3 consecutively we add activation relu 
layer ,with consecutive of this layer we add maxpooling layer 
with  poolsize 3 x3 after that we taken dropout(0.25) layer ,we 
taken flatten layer after flatten layer we add dense(512) ,dense 
layer is also known as the fully connected layer where it 
combines all the neurons ,after dense layer we add the  
activation layer with ReLU function and  dropout(0.2) layers 
consecutively ,finally we added  the Dense(2) layer ,we 
included the activation function in this layer ,we provide the 
sigmoid activation function ,this time we taken sigmoid 
function instead of  ReLU function,Total model overview 
given in the fig[4] 

 
Fig 4: Detection of leaf images approach 

IV. RESULTS 

Evaluating the CNN model is one of the important steps in 
the building machine learning algorithm to evaluate model, to 
Evaluate model we must consider values before prediction 
and after prediction, we consider 12 values for testing, model 
predicting 11 images correctly  the following graphs shows 
data values before prediction and after prediction for diseased 
leaf is consider as 0 and for normal leaf is  consider as 1 as 
shown in figure [5] and [6] 

 
Fig 5: values of leaves before  prediction 

 

 
 Fig 6: values of leaves after prediction 

 
There are different types of evaluation processes are there one 
type of  evaluation process is calculating accuracy using 
confusion matrix, After evaluating confusion matrix we can 
find out, Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 Score Which are 
known as  performance metrics  
We calculated all the performance metrics for our model 
classified data and before data we got the values shown in the  
Table II 
       Table II: values of leaves after prediction 

 Precision  Recall F1-score support 

0 0.83 1.00 0.91 5 

1 1.00 0.86 0.92 7 

Sample avg 0.92 0.92 0.92 12 

 
We got total accuracy 91% for our model for both normal 
leaves and diseased leaves  

V. CONCLUSION 

 Cotton is important crop, we found that more people depend 
on the cotton ,it is necessary to automate the cotton leaf 
disease detection ,we used cotton leaves images as dataset. In 
our work  classification of diseases and non-diseases of cotton 
leaves done with Convolutional Neural Network with 
accuracy of  91% ,  
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we proved that with less number of  images we can obtain high 
accuracy with Image Data Generator  that is obtaining more 
images by real-time augmentation also by optimizing the 
classification model, To get better accuracy we have to train 
our model with more data using real-time augmentation with 
help of  ImageDataGenerator, In Our work, we given input as 
color image with channel size 3 i.e., raw images, we got more 
accuracy for raw images rather than applying filters like 
k-means and HOG, There is maybe possible to get more 
accuracy if we apply other preprocessing techniques, we can 
also identify different  types of diseases with less data by 
using ImageDataGenerator  ,Our model achieve more 
accuracy with RGB channel images than 1 channel images 
like gray-scale images.By automating Diseases detection of 
cotton  more yield is possible for farmers 
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